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The green gate to the terminal is provided by the multi-level car parking lot. The multi-level car parking structures proposed 
are expected to cater to 600 cars each and will have no hard surface. The structure sports a green roof  designed with a fold-
ing geometry directing the run-off  to the elliptical openings in the surface. During rains, the water would fall through it to cre-
ate a series of  “rain curtains” into the cisterns within the garage structure which can be used later for irrigational purposes.
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“NEW DEFINITION TO PARKING A CAR”



PLANNING
The area has been devoid of  any hard surface and is ex-
pected to have 95 per cent water runoff  with no percolation. 
Use of  green pavers (High impact polypropylene) with 90 
per cent porosity recharges ground water ; ground water 
is of  immense concern as water level dropping every year. 

The project the convention in terms of  termi-
nal design and offers a new approach in sus-
tainable design for large span structures. 



A shopping plaza cum multilevel car parking was proposed at the Chennai Airport Site in front of  the new do-
mestic terminal to fulfill the ever increasing shopping and parking requirements of  the airport. The building con-
sists of  large shopping arcade/plaza of  approximately 15,000 Sq.mts. spread across two floors under a large 
elliptical glass dome.. The building consists of  two basements accommodating 600 cars on each basement. 

The shopping plaza cum car parking structure plays a key entry feature role in the overall site design and visibil-
ity of  the new terminal. Located between the highway and terminal, the sculpturally folding sustainable green roof  
serves as a serene foreground for passengers and visitors going to and fro the terminal, while visually screening the 
terminal roadways and parking from the highway. The shopping plaza cum car parking is directly connected to the 
new terminal by a centrally located pedestrian bridge that safely separates passengers from the vehicular roadways. 
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